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the categorical notion of subobject.) 

Parts III and IV of the book are concerned with propositional dynamic logic, theory 

of deterministic morphisms, duality of forward and reverse predicate transformers, three- 

valued logics, and distributive Boolean categories. The material is advanced and will not 

be summarized here. 

Overall, the book presents a plausible framework for dynamic logic, but the price 

paid is the substantial overhead of categorical terminology. For this reason, the book 

will be of most interest to category theorists who wish to see how the standard concepts 

of dynamic logic can be axiomatized categorically. Researchers of iterative algebraic 

theories will find the book essential, since it summarizes the field nicely and presents 

the current state of the art. 

David SCHMIDT 

Computing and Information 

State University 

KS, USA 

L. Farifias de1 Cerro, M. Penttonen, eds., Intensional Logics (Clarendon Press, 

Oxford, 1992). 

This book is a collection of seven very nice studies in the non-classical logics and 

their applications to programming and logic programming. It consists of four parts: 

( 1) the first part gives a general framework for monotone logics extending classical 

logics; 

(2) the second part is about temporal logics and their applications; 

(3) the third part concerns defeasible reasoning; 

(4) the last part concerns negation in logic programming. 

I will briefly review each of the papers; globally I found this book quite nice reading 

and a very valuable source of informations on the state of the art in the domain. 

The first paper by H.A. Blair, A.L. Brown and V.S. Subrahmanian presents in an 

illuminating way a general framework of monotone abstract logics for studying the 

semantics of programs. This framework can model most usual examples of monotone 

logics, such as temporal logics, multivalued logics, disjunctive logic programming, etc. 

The authors define truth and inference rules in the abstract logic, then they define 

programs as finite sets of well-formed formulas, and finally they show how to give a 

denotational or fixpoint semantics via the least fixpoint of a consequence operator TP. and 

an operational or proof theoretic semantics via a generalized deduction (corresponding 

to resolution). 

They prove the soundness of the operational semantics with respect to the denotational 

semantics and give sufficient conditions for its completeness. This very nice paper unifies 

nearly all the existing monotone semantics. 
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The next three papers present temporal logics with linear time as a programming 

language. 

M.A. Orgun and W.W. Wadge describe the syntax and the fixpoint (or minimal model) 

semantics of a language called CHRONOLOG, where infinite. streams are represented 

in a logical way by time varying predicates. A fixpoint and minimal model semantics 

are given and proven equivalent. Classical problems such as the dining philosophers and 

priority queues are nicely solved in CHRONOLOG. 

M. Baudinet describes the syntax and the semantics of a more classical temporal logic 

language called TEMPLOG. Operational (via TSLD resolution), fixpoint and minimal 

model semantics are provided and shown to coincide. 

D.M. Gabbay in a paper illustrated with numerous examples, formalizes the notion of 

implementing metalevel features of, e.g. temporal logic languages, into another language. 

The author defines a general meta-language and its semantics to this end. 

D. Nute is concerned with a different type of non-monotone logics, called defeasible 

logic, where a fact p can be inferred, and then, when more information is available, 

p can be defeated, i.e. up is inferred. An operational semantics is described, based 

on notions of proof trees with partial orders on rules. A family of decidable defeasible 

logics implemented in an extended PROLOG is described. Numerous examples illustrate 

the paper. 

The last part is devoted to the semantics of logic programs with negations in the 

bodies of the rules. 

S. Cerrito treats such programs in the framework of linear logic: a linear completion 

LComp(P) of a general logic program P with negations in rule bodies is defined, 

and the declarative (or denotational) semantics of P is described via the set of linear 

consequences of LComp( P). SLDNF resolution is then proven sound and complete 

with respect to that semantics. Numerous examples illustrate the paper. 

P Balbiani treats such programs with tools coming from modal logics and three- 

valued logics. The author gives a denotational semantics via a modal completion and 

least and greatest fixpoints, an operational semantics via SLDNF resolution, and shows 

the soundness and completeness of SLDNF resolution (resp. of non SLDNF refutability, 

and non-existence of a finitely failed SLDNF proof tree) with respect to the semantics 

of the modal completion. He also studies a declarative semantics of the closed world 

assumption. 

To conclude, this book is a very nice survey and shows quite a few case studies of 

how non-classical logics can help in the study of logic programs and their semantics. 
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